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![](brforeignmcrev72676-0239){#sp4.523} ![](brforeignmcrev72676-0240){#sp5.524} Q: Multiple instances of a control in a form (c#.net) I have a form that has some controls. It is possible to have a button control that, on click, will add more of these forms with the same controls on them to a panel. For example, if I am displaying two of these panels on screen at any one time, it would be possible to click the button and add another of
these panels to the panel that is on the screen. I cannot seem to find any documentation on how to do this. Can anyone suggest the best way to do this? A: You are probably looking for the Panel.Controls property, or a form-level one. You can add them to the form's controls collection to add new instances. I would personally suggest, however, that you use the Form.Controls collection and add/remove controls to/from there. This is my
preferred approach for similar reasons you stated: A Container Control (Panel, TabControl, Form, etc.) has internal logic designed to manage the panel's children. You are no longer "managing" controls; the container is managing them for you. the oldest of the two proteins, due to the difference in its solubility properties. We can, therefore, further examine how the variant proteins contribute to the inhibition by calculating the enthalpic and
entropic changes, upon binding to the channel and to the mutant channels. These binding free energy differences were calculated for the three variants, against the wild-type protein. The significant changes in entropy and enthalpy are shown in Figure [
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